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Our Economic Plan: What we want for our Town.
An ambitious approach is required to regenerate Weymouth and this raises the following questions:
1. What can Weymouth do better to fit into new and emerging markets and growth sectors?
2. How can we shake off the legacy of disinvestment and decay and update our ‘offer’ to
potential visitors, residents and investors?
3. How can we drive regeneration during these bleak times?
We want to re-make Weymouth as a vibrant and sustainable community. A core task is to break the
over reliance on domestic tourism, respond to changes in modern consumer habits and refresh what
is on offer by providing cultural opportunities, quality food and drink and better retail facilities.
The Coastal Town Team, having been given the chance to think about what is needed, are not short
on ideas. Here are only a few that have been raised for consideration.
Project ideas for Regeneration
1. Renewables – Commercial Wave Farm – Tidal and wave power being a catalyst for
generating a new economic purpose and a funding mechanism from companies looking to
supply and manage which will include employment, construction and manufacturing of
components. Potential also for partial community or public ownership of these creating
localised sources of revenue for investment in the community.
2. Pavilion and peninsula – restoration to former glory and venue for Conference Trade with a
hub of dining venues with outdoor seating and apartments and/or indoor water park.
Possibility also for commercial hub for small to medium enterprises.
3. Community ferry covering the Jurassic coast towns and speedy ferry to France
4. Colleges to work towards University status including student accommodation and potential
for overseas students. Hospitality Training in fine dining with diplomas and degrees courses
to enhance skills and employability
5. Retail Park possibly situated at current Park & Ride venue running at a substantial loss
6. Restore Brewers Quay to former glory and redevelop into a five star hotel incorporating
heritage emblems.
7. Maiden Street Chapel (currently derelict) to be restored for a Culture & Arts Centre nurturing
cultural creativity with cheap spaces to turn into galleries and workshops.
8. Weymouth Harbour – used by our sailing visitors and sailing community but also by our
fishermen who provide us with sustainability. The Harbour not only needs to be made
pedestrian only during peak times (seasonal) but also requires proper chilling and ice
machines and docking bays (a draft plan for the Harbour has already been put together but
not utilised as yet)
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This document holds, in one place, references to other projects and plans in Dorset that will impact
on Weymouth. It also shows who is planning to do what, in a Delivery Plan. But this has to be a
working document. We plan to encourage new ideas, celebrate the best of what Weymouth can
offer as well as being realistic about the challenges.
Michelle Hind
Chair of Weymouth Business Leaders Economy Group and President of Weymouth and Portland
Chamber of Commerce

1. Our Coastal Community Team and Area
Background
The Economic Plan has been prepared as a guiding document to strengthen and build upon
Weymouth’s key assets and opportunities for economic growth. The 5-year Plan establishes
focused strategies and priorities that will assist in achieving identified short-term and medium-term
economic development goals.
Point of Contact
Chris Wilson, Weymouth and Portland Partnership
Weymouth & Portland Borough Council, South Walks House, South Walks Road,
Dorchester, Dorset, DT1 1UZ
Tel. 01305 838364
Email c.wilson2@westdorset-weymouth.gov.uk
Coastal Community Team Membership
Michelle Hind
Redferns Solicitors and Weymouth and Portland Chamber of Commerce
Simon Newport
First Bus and Weymouth and Portland Tourism Partnership
Steve Newstead
JD Weatherspoons and Chair of Weymouth BiD
Nigel Reed
Weymouth BiD
Gareth Jones
WPBC Economic Development
Cllr Mike Byatt
Economic Champion Dorset DCC Councillor, also WPBC Councillor and Brief-holder for
economy.
Accountable Body
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Weymouth and Portland Borough Council

South Walks House, South Walks Road, Dorchester, Dorset, DT1 1UZ

The Local Area
Weymouth is a seaside town in Dorset situated at the mouth of the River Wey on the south coast of
England. The town is 11 kilometres south of Dorchester and 8 kilometres north of the Isle of
Portland and is within the borough of Weymouth and Portland.
The identity of the town is defined by its geography, particularly by its peninsular location and
topography. Consequently, it has a strong relationship with the sea, river valleys, escarpments and
ridges. Weymouth originated as a settlement on a constricted site to the south and west of
Weymouth Harbour. The town has an extensive history mainly associated with its maritime history
stretching back to the 12th century, including involvement in the settlement of the Americas, the
development of Georgian architecture and preparations for World War II.
The town is not a continuous built-up area but is dissected by open spaces and landscape features,
including large wetland reserves. Pevsner describes Weymouth as “the Georgian seaside resort par
excellence”. Its history as a premier seaside resort, which created wealth and opulence, has left a
legacy of areas with a rich and distinct local character and notable landmarks. The town today is still
recognised as a nationally important tourist and recreation destination, attracting half a million
staying visitors, as well as having a significant commercial and employment base. However, the
clarity of its role as a premier English tourist destination over the last century has diluted in recent
decades and it has struggled to define its new role and reposition itself so it can move forward with
confidence into the future.
Our Coastal Community Area includes the 12 wards of Weymouth and the adjoining ward of
Chickerell in West Dorset reflecting the economic catchment and functionality of the town (‘greater’
Weymouth). There are high levels of out-commuting with many of the key employment centres being
located in Chickerell, including Granby and Lynch Lane.

Our Community
Weymouth is made up of communities with distinct characteristics and a mixture of urban and rural
settings. The area has a population of 57,840 of which over 52,000 live in Weymouth. 61% of the
population is aged 16-64 years, above the Dorset County average of 58% but below the England
average (65%).There is a lower representation of older people (65+) than in the county generally
with about 22% compared with 25% in Dorset County, but this is still above the England average of
16%. The ageing society will increase the requirement for facilities such as good access and health
services as well as a growing demand for safer and cleaner local environments for socialising and
leisure activities.
The population gender splits much the same as that in England as a whole, with a marginally higher
percentage of females (51%) of all ages than males (49%).The area has a much smaller percentage
of non-white residents than that seen nationally.
Despite being an area with an exceptionally high quality landscape, seascape and built heritage, the
area also contains pockets of multiple deprivation. There are areas within greater Weymouth which
suffer from high levels of need, including low levels of income, child poverty and health needs.
Certain areas of the town centre, Littlemoor and Westham experience significant and multiple
difficulties and four wards fall within the top 20% of the most deprived communities in the country.
There is a significant affordability gap between wage levels and house prices, with over 57% of
young working households are unable to afford a property at the lower end of the market, compared
to 30% for England. There are significant levels of economic deprivation with a growing proportion
of children live in households in receipt of benefits. 19.8% of children under 16 in Weymouth live in
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poverty, slightly lower than the England average of 21% but higher than the Dorset average of
13.7%.
The health of people in Weymouth is varied compared with the England average. Life expectancy is
9.2 years lower for men and 6.2 years lower for women in the most deprived areas compared to the
least deprived areas. Other deprivation issues include crime, lack of educational attainment and
poor levels of training. The figures are particularly high in parts of Littlemoor, Melcombe Regis and
Westham.
Chickerell is a small town north-west of Weymouth. Historically, fishing and brick making were the
main industries in the area. The main employment area for greater Weymouth is the Granby
Industrial Estate.

The Local Economy
The Dorset Local Economic Assessment highlights the poor performance of Weymouth in terms of
competitiveness, business start-ups, economic activity rates and earnings and the economy has
shown signs of strain in recent years. Although its employment rate has averaged 75.0% since
2011, its unemployment rate has remained stubbornly high at around 10% since mid 2012.
Furthermore, no other local authority in the South West of England lost a higher proportion of its
employee jobs (-17.1%) between 2009 and 20131. Whilst many local areas have seen private sector
growth compensate public sector job losses, at least to some extent, this has not happened in
Weymouth. Reductions in the number of private sector employees have exceeded the reductions in
public sector jobs by some margin2.
The area suffers from a range of structural issues including:










An economy weighted towards lower value-added activities
Low productivity rates
Low rates of business churn and low business survival rates
A lack of knowledge-intensive sectors
Skills gaps exacerbated by demographic change with a loss of young adults and a growing
proportion of retired people
An over-reliance on public service jobs, which are vulnerable to further cuts in the public
sector
Disparity between low earnings and high housing costs (in Weymouth and Portland the
average home costs 11 times the average local wage)
Lack of HE provision
Pockets of deprivation

Weymouth and Chickerell is the largest employment centre in the Western Dorset Growth Corridor,
with 19,200 employees. The employment structure of the area is dominated by accommodation and
catering (17%), retail (16%), health (14%) and education (11%). The inclusion of the large industrial
estates in Chickerell mean that employment in manufacturing in manufacturing is above the England
average, as is employment in advanced manufacturing / engineering.
The quality of the natural environment is a major asset to the town and a key element of the area’s
identity and prosperity. Both the countryside and coastline are highly regarded by local residents
1
2

Business Register and Employment Survey 2009-2013
The Impact and Opportunities for Weymouth Associated with Losing the Cross Channel Ferry Service, GL Hearn 2015
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and form the basis of the tourism industry. The designation of the Jurassic coastline as a World
Heritage Site has been important both from an environmental and economic perspective. The town
is a busy seaside resort, with a superb esplanade, with an important sub-regional function. However,
further development of the tourism and leisure sector is needed to refresh the offer and enable the
resort to compete in an increasingly competitive environment.
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2. Setting the Scene: context to our Economic Plan
2.1

Policy and Programme Context

The Weymouth Economic Plan needs to sit within a complex framework of economic, social and
physical policies, plans, funding programmes and integrate with the key values and policies
embedded in a range of national and local strategies and area programmes notably:







Dorset LEP
Dorset Destination Plan
Western Dorset Growth Corridor
Weymouth and Portland Local Plan
Weymouth BID and
Programme initiatives.

A significant amount of activity is already being planned and delivered by the council and its partners
to promote sustainability and growth across Greater Weymouth. The Economic Plan will build on
these activities, with interventions rooted in research and experience, underpinned by sector
strengths and capability.

2.2

Dorset LEP

At a regional and sub-regional level, there is already in place a strong policy and programme
framework to support sustainable economic growth and job creation. The Dorset Local Enterprise
Partnership was set up to invest in different industry sectors across the county to boost business,
create new and more highly-skilled jobs and to ensure the county’s infrastructure is in a strong
position to promote growth. The LEP has produced its Strategic Economic Plan (SEP), which is
centred on four key themes:





Competitive Dorset
Talented Dorset
Connected Dorset
Responsive Dorset.

The Strategic Economic Plan for Dorset recognises the opportunities for investment in broad-based
and targeted regeneration activity in the southern and western part of the county, to protect local
strengths, generate jobs and growth and help to reduce economic deprivation. The Dorset LEP
supports the ambitions for the regeneration of Weymouth Town Centre and is providing in the region
of £600k investment to progress the development and implementation of the town centre
masterplan.

2.3

Dorset Destination Management Plan (DDMP)

The DDMP was adopted in 2014 and the Vision for the County by 2020 is expressed as a Guide
Book description:
Taken from the ‘Coarse Guide’ 2020
Dorset may not always be the same temperature as Provence but it has many other similar
characteristics; a dramatic coastline with wonderful beaches from Christchurch to Lyme Regis,
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exciting resorts with everything for the family and watersports enthusiast, a stunning rural backdrop
with many attractive small historic towns and villages offering independent shops, cultural events
and some of the best food and places to eat in the country.
The overall aim of the Dorset DMP is to:
Strengthen the marketing and management of Dorset and coordinate and supplement the
initiatives of local destinations and tourism enterprises thereby helping to sustain and grow
the visitor economy of Dorset, generating expenditure, creating jobs and business
opportunities across the County.
Key priorities and principles
The following key priorities shape the strategy behind the DDMP.
Regaining and increasing market share
Dorset has experienced some decline in staying visitors over the last few years, performing less well
than England as a whole. A fundamental challenge for the actions in this DMP is to reverse this
situation and ensure that Dorset performs as well or better than competitor destinations.
Increasing year round visitor spending and its retention in the County
Greater value for the Dorset economy can be achieved by focussing on stimulating more spending
by visitors who come here as well as generating more visits, especially when these are most needed
in the winter and spring. This is about improving quality, spreading information, promoting events
and strengthening local supply chains, as well as supporting future investment.
Unleashing the potency of Dorset as a destination brand
Dorset is a potentially strong brand. There is no reason why it cannot take an equal place alongside
other West Country county brands. A key priority for the DMP is to make sure that Dorset lives up to
its potential, both in the way it is promoted and in the products associated with the brand.
Effectively linking the urban, rural and coastal experience
Few destinations can match Dorset in being able to offer a rural, coastal and urban resort
experience where all three elements separately are amongst the best in the country. Individually
they work well, but together they can work even better. A key opportunity is to strengthen awareness
and links between Bournemouth and Poole, the other seaside and market towns, the Jurassic Coast
and the wider countryside.
Conserving, fostering and promoting Dorset’s special natural and cultural assets
The protected landscapes in the World Heritage Site, the sizeable AONB and the many heritage
sites in the County are special assets in their own right and for tourism, requiring careful
management and promotion. Equally, considerable opportunities exist to make far more of Dorset’s
cultural strengths and creativity at all levels. In meeting these priorities, the DMP should embrace
the following key principles.
Importantly Weymouth has secured industry representation on the Dorset Destination Management
Organisation which is driving forward the DMP. In addition the Borough Council is a key partner in
the current Visit Dorset web presence and campaign
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2.4

Western Dorset Growth Corridor (WDGC)

The sub regional context is set within the emerging Western Dorset Growth Corridor economic
strategy, which focuses on developments in the corridor of Weymouth, Dorchester and Portland.
The sub regional strategy aims to achieve a better balance and more sustainable future for the
towns of Weymouth and Dorchester whilst releasing the employment and investment potential of
Portland.
The local authorities and county have recently established a Western Growth Corridor Programme
Board, comprising member representatives of Dorset County Council, Weymouth & Portland
Borough Council, West Dorset District Council and North Dorset District Council, to strategically
drive and coordinate the projects with local partners and the Dorset LEP to achieve economic
growth for the benefit of the local communities.

A number of significant development opportunities have been identified in the WDGC to support
sustainable economic growth and include:



Weymouth Town Centre Masterplan (as set out below);
Weymouth Flood Defence: £32.8m project to support flood defences around the town to
unblock new residential and commercial land by making it technically and financially viable
to new investors;
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Weymouth College: £12.9m project to develop new Advanced Engineering Centre at its
main campus on Cranford Avenue, Weymouth;
Littlemoor Urban Extension: unlocking development for 500 new dwellings and 12ha of
employment land;
Improved rail links: faster rail links from Weymouth to London.

Implementation of the SEP and Growth Corridor projects, and coordinating the necessary
infrastructure to support these and the other growth planned in the area through the adopted West
Dorset, Weymouth & Portland Local Plan, will require joint working between the local authorities as
well as with a range of other partners and stakeholders.

2.5

Weymouth and Portland Local Plan

The West Dorset, Weymouth and Portland Local Plan (2011-2031), which was adopted in October
2015, sets out the key development framework for the area. The Plan includes site-specific policies
for Weymouth and Chickerell. The core strategic objectives include:





2.6

Support the local economy to provide opportunities for high quality, better paid jobs;
Meet local housing needs for all as far as possible;
Regenerate key areas including Weymouth town centre, to improve the area’s retail, arts,
cultural and leisure offer; and increase employment opportunities;
Protect and enhance the outstanding natural and built environment.

Weymouth Town Centre Masterplan

Plans are well advanced to regenerate Weymouth town centre into a vibrant and prosperous
community. The Weymouth Town Centre Masterplan aims to transform Weymouth into a thriving
hub for west and south Dorset, enhancing its reputation as a vibrant employment, shopping and
leisure centre with a strong cultural identity, supported by thriving business, tourism, commercial and
education sectors. The masterplan aims to address four key issues:





Jobs: through supporting access to training, skills and employment opportunities;
Homes and people: supporting the development of a range of housing in the town centre;
Place: provision of new public spaces and cultural facilities
Movement: improving movement and reducing the dominance of the car in the town centre.

The plan aims to create up to 1,000 new homes and 2,700 jobs across five town centre sites
covering 58 hectares.

2.7

Weymouth BID

Weymouth BID is a business-led initiative supported by Government legislation that enables the
local businesses to raise funding to improve the trading environment. The Weymouth BID Business
Plan is funded by a levy on non-domestic rates and operates for a 5-year period; in the case of the
Weymouth BID the 5-year Plan runs until August 2018.
The BID footprint covers the town centre and sweep of the seafront with a threshold rateable value
of £6000 yielding a levy of £295k pa from 560 businesses of which some 11% are tourism
accommodation providers. Thus far the BID has concentrated on events and marketing initiatives
aimed at tackling seasonality and broadening the appeal of the town to new markets including
activity-takers (post Olympics). The BID has developed an active ‘Weyfarers’ Ambassador Scheme
and is developing a signage strategy to make the town more ‘legible’ and user-friendly for visitors as
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well as encouraging exploration of areas beyond the seafront. A specific issue being addressed is
the early evening economy with the town not currently successful at retaining or attracting visitors
between 5.00pm and 9.00pm.
The BID has led the development of the ‘We are Weymouth’ brand and positioning.

2.8

The visitor economy

Tourism remains a key sector of the Weymouth economy. The work of the South West Research
Company suggests the annual value of the visitor economy to the town itself is £183.3m, based on
405k staying visitor trips generating over £100m supplemented by 1.7m day visits, and supporting
some 5000 jobs. Overseas staying visitors account for only 7% of staying visitor trips but generate
13% of the spend. The average length of stay for UK visitors is 3.6 nights and for overseas 7.6
nights (NB somewhat distorted by those staying to study in the area). Seasonality, however, remains
a key issue although major operators e.g. Merlin at Sealife Centre and Jurassic Skyline are
committed to year-round opening.
A significant proportion (19%) of staying visitor spend is business related and this is a market which
can be used strategically to address seasonality.
The association of Weymouth and Portland with the Olympic Regatta in 2012 provided the
opportunity to build a reputation for sport and activity excellence – picked up in a number of new
land-based participation events as well as sail-sports. That said, the period of the Olympics
themselves saw a significant downturn in business from traditional markets through customers’
concerns about capacity, pricing and access during those crucial main-season weeks. One ironic
aspect was that that the local hotel stock did not measure up to the requirements for Olympic
officials and entourage. Feedback from the industry now suggests that this loss has now been
regained and exceeded, although the overall Olympic legacy has not been delivered.
Across the borough there are estimated to be over 29,000 bedspaces, of which 23% only are in the
serviced sector. In structural terms Weymouth town’s accommodation base is dominated by
traditional hotel and guesthouse stock of variable quality with high quality holiday parks on the edge
of the town. Unusually much of the own stock (some 65 properties) is owned by the Borough
Council and leased to operators. The length and conditions of leases has a clear impact on the
ability of operators to reinvest in the product with a result that many are seeking to compete in lower
value price-sensitive markets.
The town beach was recently ranked 8th in the whole of Europe. Of great benefit to the town overall
is the fact that a key tourism asset, the beachfront and foreshore, remains in the ownership of the
Council, which is also the Harbour Authority. There is concern about the state of repair of the
harbour walls, berths and jetties and this is acting as a potential brake on further waterside
investment by the private as well as public sector.
In 2013 Visit England developed comparative visitor satisfaction measures for a number of
destinations. The results for Dorset and Weymouth are shown as follows:
Overall Experience –rated Excellent and Good (%)
Recommended to Friends and Family - Definitely and Probably (%)
Likelihood of returning – Definitely and Probably (%)
Comparison with alternative destinations – much Better and
Slightly Better %
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Dorset
88
86
76
70

Weymouth
82
83
74
67

It is clear from this that Dorset has a significantly stronger appeal as a destination brand than
Weymouth, but neither is competing as well as they should with other destinations
VE refined its methodology and developed an overall customer satisfaction index in 2014 against a
much more complex basket of measures. This gave an overall index for England of 94, with the
South West region above average at 99. However Dorset was at 91 and Weymouth at 89 (echoing
the previous survey differential) with Bournemouth at 91. ‘Star’ performing destinations in the region
included Cornwall at 108, Bath at 101 and Torquay at 105. To benchmark performance it should be
noted that the highest score for any English destination was 111 attained by the Lake District.
Weymouth has a strong profile as a tourism destination, but actions are needed to develop, diversify
and grow the visitor economy, specifically:








stimulate private sector investment to further diversify the accommodation offer with
emphasis on improving quality;
broaden the range of attractions to include contemporary arts and culture;
identify niche and specialist retail offer;
local produce available and celebrated in eating establishments;
better way-finding to and through the town;
customer service improvements, and
coherent and well-marketed events offer.
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2.9

Weymouth Harbour

Weymouth Harbour provides a range of assets and activities to support the local economy with the
associated employment. For centuries, the harbour was a passenger terminal and trade and cargo
port. The old harbourside, on both sides of the outer harbour, still hosts fishing and charter/dive boat
fleets, a range of pleasure trip boats and visitor berths. Significant quantities of fish and seafood are
landed through the harbour for markets in the UK and abroad. The inner harbour has been
refurbished in two phases and includes 3 (1 private operator and 2 Council) marinas with hundreds
of berths for leisure boats including motor cruisers and sailing boats. Despite its decline as a ferry
and trade port, the economic value of Weymouth Harbour has grown in terms of users and visitor
spending.
The last scheduled ferry service from Weymouth using the Fastcats was in March 2015 and Condor
Ferries have now completed their withdrawal from Weymouth Port. However, negotiations with High
Speed Ferries continue, with the intent of starting a ferry service to Cherbourg later during the year.
This would provide a direct link with the continent from the South-West and provide opportunities for
tourism with France.
Major infrastructure improvements are planned as part of the wider Weymouth Bay Tidal Defence
Scheme, which are hoped to be eligible for some grant funding from the Environment Agency. This
will supplement current and planned repairs to the harbour walls.
An on-going programme of works are being implemented, including further investment in floating
pontoons; refurbishment of toilets and other general refurbishments to buildings, structures and
facilities.
The harbour supports a number of Watersports clubs and users, including Weymouth Sailing Club,
Rowing Club, Sea Cadets Centre, RNLI etc., which make a valuable contribution to the development
and vibrancy of the harbour and town. The harbour is also the setting for a number of major events,
including Seafood Festival in July and Waterfest in September. It is the home port for the tall ship
Pelican of London.
The harbour borders some of the planned development areas in the Town Centre Masterplan work.
It has been identified as the ‘jewel in the crown’ for Weymouth with plenty of potential for economic
regeneration in harmony with other plans for the areas concerned. The operation and future strategy
for the harbour is in a state of flux pending plans for the Pavilion Peninsula, North Quay and
Commercial Road. However, the continued growth and development of the harbour will be an
important economic growth driver for the town.
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2.10

Local Priorities

A series of community and business consultation events have been undertaken during the last year
as part of the community planning and the town centre masterplan asking the public what they liked
about Weymouth and what they would like to change. The top priority was to a need to provide
higher paid local jobs with better career prospects for young people and less dependence on
summer tourism.
Other key issues arising from the public and business consultation include:









The town and area has massive potential and areas such as the harbourside are real
positives;
The town needs an exciting vision to provide confidence for investors;
Maintaining a good range of shops and services is important;
There is a need to take pride in the built heritage, maintain, improve and show off the
historic streets and buildings;
Better arts and cultural activities and facilities are needed;
The dominance of the cars in the town centre has a harmful impact;
The town needs better entrance gateways, particularly the station, which could provide a
better entrance to Weymouth.
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3. Weymouth Area Profile
3.1

Area Profile

In addition to the policy context, the Weymouth Economic Plan will need to address the socio
economic challenges facing the area both now and in the future and exploit the relevant drivers for
change. This section reviews the socio-economic challenges faced and opportunities to maximise
economic growth in the future. Our evidence base is set out in the Western Dorset Growth Corridor
Economy and Labour Market Context 3
Our review of the socio-economic profile of the town has identified 10 key economic challenges.
The business and employment structure is dominated by low value service industries, which
largely service the needs of the local population.


Around 2,240 businesses are located in Weymouth and Chickerell of which over 81% are
micro sized businesses with fewer than ten employees. The economy of the town continues
to rely on the traditional tourism industry and other low-wage, low-skilled occupations,
specifically retail. The employment profile of the area is dominated by service sector
activities, including:
o
o
o
o

Accommodation/food services (17%)
Retail (16%)
Health (14%)
Education (11%)



There is a lack of knowledge-intensive businesses: around 11% of businesses are in the
professional, scientific and technical sector compared with 12% in DCC and 16% in England.



Weymouth and Chickerell has the highest level of low pay employment in the core Western
Dorset area at 58%. There is a significant difference between workplace earnings
(Weymouth and Portland workplace earnings are above the Dorset average), and residencebased earnings, which are lower than workplace earnings and are 90% of the England
average.



The median gross weekly pay for full-time employees in the area at £496 (2014) is
significantly below the county and national average.



There is a need to diversify the business base specifically into those areas which offer higher
wages.

The local economy has performed less well than neighbouring areas (excluding Portland),
with fluctuations in the number of jobs and declines in the size of the business base and in
enterprise performance.



3

Official GVA data is not available for Districts/Boroughs. However, productivity (as
measured by GVA per hour worked and by GVA per job filled) in the Dorset County

Western Dorset Growth Corridor: Economy and Labour Market Context, January 2016
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Council area has fallen significantly behind that in Bournemouth & Poole since 2008,
having previously been, more or less, at parity.


The UK Competitiveness Index (UKCI) represents a benchmarking of the competitiveness of
the UK localities, including its cities based on an integrated measure of competitiveness
focusing on both the development and sustainability of businesses and the economic welfare
of individuals. Weymouth and Portland is the least most competitiveness locality in the south
west (apart from Torbay) and is placed 308 out of 379 local authority’s in the UK.



No other local authority area in the South West of England lost a higher proportion of its
employee jobs (-17.1%) between 2009 and 20134. Whilst many local areas have seen
private sector growth compensate public sector job losses, at least to some extent, this has
not happened in Weymouth. Reductions in the number of private sector employees have
exceeded the reductions in public sector jobs by some margin.



The town’s retail rental values are relatively weak and the town suffers from competition,
particularly from Dorchester. Although vacancy rates are low, the retail centre lacks variety
(including a limited number of ‘brand’ high street multiples) and doesn’t provide an
appropriate retail experience for visitors.

There is a lack of quality serviced workspace and infrastructure to support enterprise growth
and development


Despite the large industrial areas in Chickerell, Weymouth doesn’t benefit from a modern
portfolio of business premises, particularly business workspace to support start-up and micro
businesses.



The modest increase in the number of local enterprises that occurred between 2011 and
2014 (+45), combined with the loss of employee jobs, suggests a shift towards smaller
business units.



Many business premises within the area (around 1,500) do not have access to broadband
speeds of more than 2 megabits per second.

The area has low levels of business start-ups and entrepreneurship


In Weymouth & Portland, the percentage of self-employed residents is 14%, which is the
smallest proportion of self-employed residents among the Dorset districts. Low levels of selfemployment can be seen as a proxy for a lack of an entrepreneurial culture, which is often
seen as a key ingredient for economic growth.

The area experiences high level of out-commuting, particularly from Weymouth, which
causes major road congestion at peak times.


4

In-commuting account for just over one-fifth of the workforce (22%) and the area has a net
commuting loss of 4,655. Many outbound commuters work in Dorchester (two-fifths of
Weymouth and Chickerell out-commuters travel here) and the industrial estates in Chickerell.
The Weymouth Relief Road, which opened in 2011, has improved journey times between

Business Register and Employment Survey 2009-2013
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Weymouth and Dorchester but levels of peak time commuting are a major issue. This
suggests a mismatch between the number and type of jobs available within the area and the
characteristics of the local labour market.


Significant seasonal variations in travel demand and movement often lead to further
problems and congestion, particularly in and around Weymouth town cent-re.



The occupational structure reflects commuting patterns. Data indicates a high level of
managers and senior officials and people working in professional occupations living in
Weymouth, compared to the county.

Population growth is low and driven by in-migration.


Greater Weymouth has a population of 57,840 of which over 52,000 live in Weymouth. 61%
of the population is aged 16-64 years, above the Dorset County average of 58% but below
the England average (65%). The population of the area has increased gradually over time,
for example, the population of Chickerell grew by 28% between 1991 and 2001 and has
been projected to continue to grow in the future.



There is a lower representation of older people (65+) than in the county generally with about
22% compared with 25% in Dorset County, but this is still above the England average of
16%. The ageing society will increase the requirement for facilities such as good access and
health services as well as a growing demand for safer and cleaner local environments for
socialising and leisure activities. This imbalance is exacerbated as young people also move
out of the area because of limited opportunities to get relevant employment and relatively
high local house prices.



The population of the area is ageing and deaths outnumber births. In-migration will continue
to be important, particularly the in-migration of economically active people if economic
growth is to be achieved.

The area suffers from skills shortages, which is exacerbated by demographic change with a
loss of young adults and a growing proportion of retired people


A relatively high proportion of local residents have no qualifications, whilst a low proportion
have higher level qualifications or are employed in managerial, director, professional and
associate occupations.



Weymouth needs to develop, attract and retain a suitably qualified and skilled workforce
capable of meeting the requirements of a more knowledge-based, high-technology economy.



The Action Plan will need to link interventions to training and helping local people who are
economically inactive.

The area is vulnerable to the impacts of climate change, particularly flooding.


Climate change is expected to increase instances of extreme weather including flooding and
coastal erosion. The waterfront is subject to rising sea levels and coastal erosion (UKCIP
predicts that sea levels around the UK will have risen another 26-86cm by 2086).
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Weymouth Town Centre is the retail, commercial and tourist heart of Weymouth, including a
ferry terminal and fishing wharfs. In order to continue the town centre’s important economic
function for the area, the issue of flooding needs to be addressed.

The area suffers from a range of social challenges and number of communities that suffer
from multiple deprivation


Weymouth has some of the highest crime rates in Dorset and includes a number of areas
that have a higher than average crime rate compared with the rest of England and Wales.

The area needs to up-grade its tourism product and re-position itself as a visitor destination


Weymouth continues to be a popular visitor destination although the resort has experienced
a gradual but persistent decline in visitor numbers and spend per head.
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4. SWOT Analysis
The Area Profile demonstrates that Weymouth’s recent economic performance is not as good as it
could be. However, the area does have a number of assets and opportunities. It is vital that the
Economic Plan sets out a joined up approach, responding to the overall economic challenges and
opportunities facing the area.

Strengths

 Stunning Georgian seafront
 Unique environment with diverse landscape and
rich biodiversity, including large wetland nature
reserve.
 High quality landscape, seascape and built
environment.
 Historic harbourside environment.
 Improved transport connections to established
employment sites: Granby Industrial Estate,
Osprey Quay, Portland Port
 Strong tourist and visitor sector.
 Low unemployment.
 High quality of life and attractive destination for
individuals of high net worth.
 Good broadband and 3G/4G Network coverage
and speed
 BID, Tourism Partnership and other groupings
committed to business improvement

Opportunities

 Increasing development opportunities presented
within the Weymouth Masterplan.
 Expansion and growth of new / existing homebased and self-employed businesses through
incubator development
 Development of tourism offer especially business
and other year-round markets.
 Opportunities presented by vacant Ferry Terminal.
 Further enhancing cultural heritage.
 Stronger development of value added enterprise
in the maritime, advanced engineering and energy
sectors.
 Increase the number of visitor and visitor spend,
including developing new and expanding existing
events
 Improving links to local academic institutions as
employers, skills providers and for knowledge
exchange activities.
 Further investment in broadband.
 Potential to cluster industries.
 Re-engage with London 2012 Olympic legacies
especially around water sport and outdoor activity.
 Distinct Weymouth brand within wider Dorset
place marketing

Weaknesses

 High levels of out-commuting.
 Flood risk and continuing deterioration of the
harbour walls.
 Limited all-weather visitor attractions.
 Poor outdoor environment: town centre dominated
by the car.
 Limited 3*+ serviced accommodation provision.
 Limited growth in private sector businesses
compared to region / England.
 Low quality of jobs predominantly supporting low
wage economy.
 Low level of business start-ups and
entrepreneurship.
 No HEI provision.
 General inability to retain young workers and
secure employment for them.
 Youth unemployment and low skills in areas.
 Lack of choice of high grade, modern business
space.
 Higher than average incidence of crime and
disorder.
 Limited population growth.
 Level of high deprivation, specifically long term
unemployed and poor housing provision

Threats

 Ageing population
 Climate change, coastal erosion and flooding
 Continued dependency on public sector
employments.
 High housing costs restricts the supply of labour,
especially in lower income occupations.
 Constraints of planning system and planning
policy on the development of housing and
business properties.
 High house prices leading to communities that are
less socially diverse due to the domination of older
groups and those with high incomes.
 Delays in improvements to road infrastructure and
communications leads businesses to locate/relocate into better serviced urban centres.
 Increasing elderly population raises dependency
ratios
 Overlap in organisational activities
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5. Vision, Priorities and Themes
The vision, priorities and themes below was shaped by the analysis of assets, opportunities and
challenges set out in the Economic Plan.
Our long terms ambitions are clear. By 2031 Weymouth will:


Have a strong, diversified economy building on its advantages in advanced engineering,
tourism and leisure, offering a range and choice of well paid jobs for its residents. Our
economy will be founded on a strong and growing business base utilising new technology
and digital connectivity. Housing and employment premises will be built to support this
growth and provide a better balance to reduce the amount of outward commuting;



Have a regenerated town centre and seafront with improved flood defences, a mix of uses to
make it more interesting and viable, and accessible and attractive public spaces. It will be a
vibrant place with a re-energised visitor offer, appealing to a range of different people during
the day and after dark;



Have retained and enhanced its outstanding built and natural environment. There will be
better access to a network of green spaces of wildlife, landscape and amenity value;



Be a place that local residents can be proud of, where they feel safe and secure both day
and night, and where people of all ages will get involved in their local communities.

Weymouth has an unprecedented opportunity for economic growth and transformation to play a
pivotal role in driving forward the wider Western Dorset Growth Corridor programme. Our short term
priority is to strengthen the local economy to create more, higher-value, better-paid jobs, and to
ensure people are skilled, confident and able to access local employment.
As well as a strong economic growth policy framework and political support, we already have
advanced plans in place, which provide a foundation for our Economic Plan.


Inspired by the local community, the town centre is at the start of some exciting changes that
will ensure that Weymouth can live up to expectations as an exciting, vibrant 21st century
coastal town with an enhanced vitality, accessibility and appearance. The aim is to create up
to 1,000 new homes and 2,700 jobs across five town centre sites covering 58 hectares.



Plans are developing to address flood defences and seafront regeneration as well as
protecting existing residential and employment centres, which will contribute to unlocking
investment opportunities in other areas of the town.



Weymouth College has growing ambitions to extend and develop its facilities, including plans
for a new Advanced Engineering Centre at its main campus on Cranford Avenue.
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Our Priority Themes
Building on these foundations, our Economic Plan will encompass activity aimed at increasing the
range of employment opportunities locally, addressing economic inactivity, worklessness, skills gaps
and educational disparity as well as the renewal of the physical environment.
Our priority themes
Developing a more diverse economy, where local employment opportunities are increased
by building on the area’s existing strengths and attracting new growth industries
Encouraging an entrepreneurial culture in which businesses thrive and expand and
people are encouraged and supported to set up new businesses
Raising skills and employability to provide the best employees for current and future jobs
particularly higher-value jobs
Supporting the growth and development of Weymouth town centre as a vibrant and
dynamic centre, which is the hub of the local community
Growing the visitor economy to increase its value and contribution to the local economy
Promoting excellent economic infrastructure to provide the basis for smart economic
growth
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A. Developing a more diverse economy
The analysis of the local economy shows some structural weaknesses and an inability to keep pace
with either the regional or national drivers. The economy of has particularly suffered badly following
defence cuts. The Local Economic Assessment highlights the poor performance in terms of
competitiveness, business start-ups and low earnings.
Through this outcome we want to ensure we have a vibrant business community that is both
ambitious and resilient. Under this theme, priority actions will aim to ensure that the economy is
driven forward by sectors that offer growth potential due to existing comparative advantage or
through the potential to capitalise on the areas unique natural assets.

Action Areas







Identifying and supporting businesses capable of growth
Encouraging innovation, improving productivity
Increasing the number of businesses that export
Building a better understanding and intelligence regarding key sectors which
offer potential for high growth, high skilled and high value employment.
Developing growth plans for our priority sectors
Developing networks, inter-firm trading and supply chains.
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B. Encouraging an entrepreneurial culture
As well as ensuring existing businesses have the right support to grow, innovate and become more
competitive, we need to foster the next generation of entrepreneurs. To provide more jobs locally,
we need to increase the rate of new businesses formed by local people and ensure that more of
them survive and expand.

Action Areas




Promoting enterprise and entrepreneurship in schools and colleges
Enhancing the business support service for pre-starts
Creating innovation space to nurture and develop new businesses
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C. Raising skills and employability
To be successful, we need to both set the conditions for job creation and do more to equip local
residents to compete for work within the local labour market. We must ensure that the existing
workforce and young people entering the workforce meet the needs of those companies already
located in the area, those considering moving here and those starting up.
Our research shows evidence of a skills gap, exacerbated by demographic changes facing the area.
The Workforce Skills Plan provides the context for coordinating action to raise skills and
employability in the combined area.
Our focus is on supporting the development of a skilled workforce, better opportunities and
supporting a vibrant business economy. This includes developing a culture of aspiration and high
achievement that provides the skills for the sustained development of the local economy and
improves the life chances of all residents.
Action Areas






Promote the area’s employment and skills needs to internal and external
partners and agencies
Increasing the number of apprenticeships being undertaken in the area
Ensuring the skills and qualification requirements of key sectors and highgrowth businesses can be met within the local population
Increasing employers’ involvement in offering and understanding training
Seeking out best practice and approaches taken by others with regard to
partnership working on skills and employability
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D. Supporting the growth and development of Weymouth Town
Weymouth town is the focal point of local communities for businesses and residents alike. They are
our ‘economic hubs’ and have a key role of play in contributing to our growth agenda. We need to
ensure that our town centres respond to anticipated economic changes (particularly the changing
nature of retail) and contribute as locations for jobs, services, community development, marketing
and promotion.
A priority will be the development of the Weymouth Masterplan to guide development and
investment to meet jobs and growth priorities.
Action Areas




Identify, developing and promote opportunities for economic growth in
Weymouth town
Working with and supporting the BIDs
Developing and implementing the Weymouth Masterplan to guide
development and investment to meet future jobs and growth priorities
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E. Growing the visitor economy
The impact of tourism is extensive. Tourism is worth more than £183m to the local economy, with
the industry responsible for over 5000 jobs. It is an essential part of life in Weymouth. However, the
nature of the visitor economy is changing and we must change with it. Quality comes from having a
balanced portfolio of tourism products and a clear understanding of how these related products
interacts and impact on the overall visitor experience.
We need to grow and develop the tourism sector to attract higher spending visitors, extend the
length of time visitors stay in the area, address seasonality and reposition the area as 21st century
resort.

Action Areas






Diversifying the accommodation offer with emphasis on improving quality
Broadening the range of attractions to include contemporary arts and culture
and building on heritage assets
Providing better way-finding to and through the town
Improving customer service improvements
Developing and promoting a coherent and well-marketed events offer
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F. Promoting excellent economic infrastructure
The provision of new sites and premises infrastructure is vital to support the rebuilding and
diversification of the economic base. There is a reasonable allocation of sites and premises to
support business relocation, growth and expansion. There are also a number of established
business sites in Weymouth and Chickerell, including Granby Industrial Estate. However, there is a
lack of shovel-ready site; the evidence shows:




a need to bring forward the development of key employment sites to meet future job growth
requirements, specifically Littlemoor and Weymouth town centre.
the existing light industrial and trading estates are becoming tired due to lack of investment.
the poor viability of commercial development (when compared with the residential market)
will inevitably mean that only a limited supply of completed new build investment will be
brought to market over the next few years.

Action Areas







Working in partnership with the public and private sector to bring forward
major employment sites.
Re-developing / re-configurating existing employment sites to encourage
expansion and business growth
Ensuring the adequate provision of business start-up and incubation units to
support the growth of start-ups, small and medium sized enterprises
Working with established firms and to promote the appropriate development
of land in their ownership, particularly large single companies
Ensuring that the Local Plan makes appropriate and sufficient land allocation
to achieve economic growth targets
Ensuring that housing investment maximises its contribution to economic
development
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6. Action Plan
Our Action Plan is a fluid document that will be subject to annual review to ensure that it remains
responsive, appropriate and up-to-date. This will allow the plan to take into account any changes in
economic profile, conditions, funding opportunities or comments from stakeholders and the
community that emerge during the period of the strategy.
We have identified a number Priority Interventions (highlighted) for immediate development, which
have the potential to trigger growth and economic change. Critically, they specifically relate to our
building blocks for growth:


Developing a 21st century economy with a focus on knowledge, innovation, skills
and culture utilising new technology and investment in digital connectivity to grow
and develop our business base;



Reenergising our visitor economy through raising the scale and quality of our
accommodation offer as well as unlocking new investment in the creative sector and
culture heritage;



Working in a new partnership and using our assets to achieve smart economic
growth

They require a level of public sector intervention and, critically, leadership from the private sector in
response to identified needs and opportunities.
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`
Theme A: Develop diverse
economy

Initiative/Project

Scale of
job/GVA
Impact

Timing

Funding Priority
level
need

Owner/Partner

A1
Supporting businesses
capable of growth

Engage and promote business support
organisations particularly Dorset Growth Hub

Moderate

S

L

M

Weymouth
Business Leader
Gp(WBLG)&WPBC
/WPCCT

A2
Encouraging innovation and
improving productivity

Grow awareness of specialist support service

Small

S

L

M

WBLG / WPCCT

Develop innovation in retailing using modern
technology supporting the way shopping has
changed.

Small

S

L

M

WBLG /
WPCCT/BID

Support businesses in greater Weymouth
access international trade opportunities,
including roll out UKTi/DCCi promo and event
programme

S

L

L

L

WPCCT

L

S

L

H

WPBC with
business partners.

L

M

L

H

WBLG WPBC

A3
Increasing the number of
businesses that export

A4
Building a better
understanding and intelligence
regarding Weymouth economy

A5
Developing our priority
sectors:
Tourism,
- Retail
- Advanced Engineering
Digital

Design and implementation of Business
Survey (programmed every 2 years) to provide
a ‘business health check’ as well as assessing
business confidence and growth projections
(survey likely to be undertaken across the
Western Dorset Growth Corridor)
Build engagement amongst existing & new
representative sector groups
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Theme A: Develop diverse
economy

Initiative/Project

Scale of
job/GVA
Impact

Timing

Funding Priority
level
need.

Owner/Partner

A6
Developing networks, interfirm trading and supply chains.

Encourage and promote local businesses to
favour local purchasing particularly retail &
leisure through, for example, Directory of
Local Suppliers

L

M

L

L

DMMP WPCCT

A7

Actively support and develop a business-led
Key Account Management approach to
engage and support the top 25 growth
companies in greater Weymouth

M

L

L

H

WPBC

In collaboration with Dorset LEP / DCC
refresh and develop an inward investment
approach to improve the perception of
Weymouth as an investment location and
provide a local inward investor response
programme

MS

A8

Key Account Management

Inward Investment

WPCCT

Key:
Scale= Low <5jobs, Medium <50, High >50;
Timing= Short <1yr, Medium <3, Long >3;
Funding= L<£2000, Medium <10000, High >10000;
Priority=L defer with no detriment M medium, H ongoing current or critical issue
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L

M

M

DCC / DLEP
WPBC
WPCCT

Theme B: Encouraging an
entrepreneurial culture

Initiative / Project

Scale of
job /GVA
Impact

Timing

Funding Priority
level
need.

Owner/ Partner

B1
Plan

Develop an Entrepreneurship Action Plan to
generate and support business start-up activity
across the area and foster a culture of
enterprise (in partnership with Portland
Economic Vision)

L

S

L

H

WC & Chesil
Education Pship,
WPCCT

B2
Promoting enterprise and
entrepreneurship in schools and
colleges

Continued roll-out of Young Enterprise
programme

L

S

L

H

WC & Chesil
Education Pship,
WPCCT

B3
Business support service
for pre-starts

Enhance the business support service for prestarts including promoting access to the Dorset
Growth Hub

M

S

M

H

WPCCT WPBC

B4
Innovation space to nurture
and develop new businesses

Assess need demand and opportunities for the
design and development of innovation space in
Weymouth area to nurture and develop new
businesses

M

S

M/H

H

WPBC WBLG

Entrepreneurship Action

Key:
Scale= Low <5jobs, Medium <50, High >50;
Timing= Short <1yr, Medium <3, Long >3;
Funding= L<£2000, Medium <10000, High >10000;
Priority=L defer with no detriment M medium, H ongoing current or critical issue
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Theme C: Raising skills and
employability

C1
Improving knowledge of
skills needs in the local workforce.

Initiative / Project

Undertake an employment and workforce plan
for Weymouth to identify and address the skills
and employment needs of key employers in
the area.

Scale of
job /GVA
Impact

Timing

Funding Priority
level
need.

Owner/ Partner

M

S

L

WDGC

H

WBLG WPBC

C2
Promote the area’s
employment and skills needs to
internal and external partners

Promote identified needs to deliverers
including schools & colleges, and to strategic
bodies, e.g. Employment Skills Board

M/H

M

L

H

WBLG WPBC DCC

C3
Increasing apprenticeships
in the area

Increase the number of local apprenticeships
in the area through working with and promoting
the apprenticeship service

M

S

L

H

WPBC

C4

Address sector specific skills needs through
delivery of sectoral initiatives, including
working with Weymouth College and other
providers on sector based Work Academies

M

S

M

H

WPBC

C5
Extending HEI provision in
greater Weymouth

Design and development of HEI prospectus
highlighting offer to encourage HEI provision in
greater Weymouth

M

S

L

H

WC WPBC

C6
Best practice and
approaches to improve partnership
working

Seeking out best practice and approaches
taken by others with regard to partnership
working on skills and employability

M

M

L

M

WBLG

Growing our key sectors
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Skills Providers

Theme C: Raising skills and
employability

Initiative / Project

Scale of
job /GVA
Impact

Timing

Funding Priority
level
need.

Owner/ Partner

C7
Improve job prospects for
young people

Design and develop youth focused initiatives
including support for job seekers and ensuring
have the right skills to access services via the
internet

M

S

L

H

WC WPBC

C8

Delivery of work-based enterprise programme
to support growth and development of
businesses within priority sectors

M

S

L

H

WC WPBC

Work Placed Learning

Key:
Scale= Low <5jobs, Medium <50, High >50;
Timing= Short <1yr, Medium <3, Long >3;
Funding= L<£2000, Medium <10000, High >10000;
Priority=L defer with no detriment M medium, H ongoing current or critical issue
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Theme D: Supporting
growth and development of
Weymouth Town

Initiative / Project

Scale of
job /GVA
Impact

Timing Funding Priority Owner/ Partner
level
need.

D1 Supporting the growth
and development of
Weymouth Town as core
service centre.

Support Weymouth BID and stakeholders in
delivering its 3yr Action Plan

L

S

L

H

WBLG

D2 Developing Weymouth
Town

Facilitate private sector leadership to
support the development and
implementation of the Weymouth
Masterplan to guide development to meet
future business and community growth
needs, opportunities and priorities

H

S

H

H

WBLG

D3 Improving the built and
natural environment

Support and facilitate improvements to the
public realm and surrounding areas,
including building on the heritage and
history of the area as an economic driver

M

L

H

H

DCGDG

D4

Flood defence

Repair renew, upgrade and develop coastal
flood and erosion defences around
Weymouth inner and outer Harbour and
along Weymouth drawing on EA and Dorset
LEP funding.

M

L

H

H

WPBC

D5

Pavilion Peninsula

Develop long term strategy and Action Plan
for Pavilion Peninsula including ferry
terminal.

L

L

H

M

WPBC

Support Weymouth Harbour Board grow
and development the economic potential of
the harbour

L

D6 Weymouth Harbour
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DCGDB
L

H

M

WHB
WPBC

Key:
Scale= Low <5jobs, Medium <50, High >50;
Timing= Short <1yr, Medium <3, Long >3;
Funding= L<£2000, Medium <10000, High >10000;
Priority=L defer with no detriment M medium, H ongoing current or critical issue
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Theme E: Growing the
visitor economy

Initiative / Project

Scale
of job
/GVA
Impact

Timing

Funding
level
need.

Priority

Owner/ Partner

E1 Tourism Product
Development - to upgrade
the tourism product and reposition itself as a visitor
destination.

Commission a feasibility study including a
market analysis to:

H

L

H

H

WPBC







Identify improvements to the current
tourism product, service and quality
standards to increase share of existing
markets and local distinctiveness.
Identify the opportunities to be realised
through the regeneration of Weymouth
Town Centre with the aim to attract new
visitor markets with a higher spend.
Assess where the Western Dorset Growth
Corridor currently sits within the market
place and the future potential change
required to access other growth and
sustainable visitor markets.
W&PTP/ Weymouth BID /
WPBC/ WPCCT/ PCP/
PEB/ DTC/ DDMO

Initiate and develop the actions emanating
from the study in order to maximise the value
of tourism to the economy and to address the
low skill and low wage occupations that are
evident within the local economy.
E2 Development of the
Cultural Tourism offer
including public art
interventions to enhance the
street scene.

Commission a feasibility study to broaden the
range of attractions including contemporary
arts and culture and building on heritage
assets (To be linked with the study in E1
above).Initiate and develop the actions
emanating from the study in order to maximise
the value of tourism to the economy.
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H

L

H

H

WPBC

W&PTP/ Weymouth BID /
WPBC/ WPCCT/ PCP/
PEB/ DTC

Theme E: Growing the
visitor economy

Initiative / Project

Scale
of job
/GVA
Impact

Timing

Funding
level
need.

Priority

Owner/ Partner

E3 Accommodation
development

Diversifying the accommodation offer to
support the development of attracting new
visitor markets, improving the quality of
service provision and standards of the current
stock and encouraging the development of
new accommodation.

M

S

H

H

W&PTP DDMO

E4 Way-finding Strategy
and Action Plan

Develop and implement a wayfaring
programme to promote the town and provide a
creative narrative through routes, trails etc to
enable visitors to explore all parts of the town

L

S

L

M

W&PTP DDMO
DTC

E5 Development of
Weymouth Seafront

Development and implementation of a
Seafront Development Strategy and
management Plan aimed at increasing its
economic value to the local economy and in
particular the visitor market.

H

S

H

H

WPBC & Stakeholders

E6 Developing and
promoting a coherent and
well-marketed events offer

Development and implementation of a
Weymouth & Portland Events and Festivals
policy aimed at increasing market appeal,
year round spending and economic value.

M

S

H

H

WPBC/ W&PTP/ DDMO&
Stakeholders

E7 Skills and Training

To develop, attract, retain and up skill a
suitably qualified and skilled workforce
including the attraction and retention of young
people; and improvements to customer
service.

M

M

H

H

WPBC/ DDMO/
Weymouth College and
stakeholders
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Theme E: Growing the
visitor economy

Initiative / Project

Scale
of job
/GVA
Impact

Timing

Funding
level
need.

Priority

Owner/ Partner

E8 Brewers Quay

Create a new museum at Brewers Quay to
provide a much-needed all-weather attraction
to contribute to the Hope Square area.

H

S

H

H

Brewers Quay
Investments

Key:
Scale= Low <5jobs, Medium <50, High >50;
Timing= Short <1yr, Medium <3, Long >3;
Funding= L<£2000, Medium <10000, High >10000;
Priority=L defer with no detriment M medium, H ongoing current or critical issue
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WPBC & Stakeholders

Theme F: Promoting
excellent economic
infrastructure

Initiative / Project

Scale
of job
/GVA
Impact

Timing

Funding
level
need.

Priority

Owner/ Partner

F1
Supply of land and
premises to promote
economic growth and
future employment

Ensuring that the Local Plan makes
appropriate and sufficient land allocation to
achieve economic growth targets

H

M/L

L

H

DCGDB

F2
sites

Working in partnership with the public and
private sector to bring forward major
employment sites, specifically:

H

M/L

L

H

DCGDB

H

L

L

H

DCGDB

S

L

H

Private sector

Key Employment




F3
Expansion and
business growth

Littlemoor Urban Expansion
Mount Pleasant
Chickerell

Re-developing / re-configuring existing
employment sites to encourage expansion
and business growth with a focus on:




Granby Industrial Estate
Lynch Lane
Link Park

F4
Digital Business
Broadband

Facilitate delivery of ultra fast broadband and
mobile technology to key employment site

L

F5
Weymouth ultra
broadband

Work with DCC and other providers to
improve the broadband offer and the extent
and speed of mobile digital across the area

L

DCGDB
S

L

H

Private sector
DCGDB
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Theme F: Promoting
excellent economic
infrastructure
F6
Utilising public
assets

F7
Rapid Transport
System

F8
Ensuring that
housing investment
maximises its contribution
to economic development

Initiative / Project

In partnership with public agencies, develop
and implement a plan to facilitate the
development of public land assets to support
economic growth priorities

Scale
of job
/GVA
Impact

Timing

Funding
level
need.

Priority

Owner/ Partner

L

S

L

H

WBLG
WPBC

Investigate the potential to develop a rapid
transport system linking Portland –
Weymouth – Dorchester in an efficient and
sustainable way

L

WPBC Local Plan including WTCM
implementation, plus affordable housing
provision and stock upgrade.

L

M

L

H

WBLG
WPBC
DCGDB

Key:
Scale= Low <5jobs, Medium <50, High >50;
Timing= Short <1yr, Medium <3, Long >3;
Funding= L<£2000, Medium <10000, High >10000;
Priority=L defer with no detriment M medium, H ongoing current or critical issue
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M

L

H

DCGDB

Key to Owner /partners
DCGDB

Dorset Councils Growth Delivery Board

DDMO

Dorset Destination Management Organisation

DTC

Dorchester Town Council

LEP

Dorset Local Enterprise Partnership

PCP

Portland Community Partnership

PEB

Portland Economic Board

W&PTP

Weymouth & Portland Tourism Partnership

WC

Weymouth College

WBLG

Weymouth Business leaders Group

Weymouth BID

Weymouth Business Improvement District

WHB

Weymouth Harbour Board

WPBC

Weymouth & Portland Borough Council

WPCCT

Weymouth & Portland Chamber of Commerce & Tourism
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7.

Delivering the Plan

The Weymouth Business Leaders Group
The Weymouth Business Leaders Group is proud and excited to have secured Coastal Town Team
status. The group was created to be a representative group for the business leaders and
representatives from different economic sectors in the town. A Coastal Town Team sub group was
created to produce the Plan on behalf of the group.
The Business Leaders group includes the Weymouth and Portland Chamber of Commerce,
Weymouth BID as business groups. It also has representation from the finance, retail,
manufacturing, transport, tourism, accommodation, restaurants/food and drink, business
consultancy. It also includes Dorset County Council and Weymouth and Portland Borough Council
Economic Regeneration staff and the Dorset County Council Brief holder for Economic
Development..
The Business Leaders Group is an affiliated group of a wider Weymouth and Portland Partnership,
which evolved as a local strategic partnership of public, private, third sector and community groups
for Weymouth and Portland. A strategic Board of partners oversees the work, and there are
currently four Theme Groups operating. The group meets on a bi monthly basis and, whilst it is
Business led, members also included Weymouth and Portland Borough Council and the Dorset
County Council.
As part of the wider Weymouth and Portland Partnership, the Coastal Community Team will receive
administrative support during the implementation phase. Initial administrative costs will come from
the Weymouth and Portland Partnership during the first year. Plans are well advanced into the
establishment of the Weymouth Development Trust, a charitable organisation whose purpose is the
economic, social and environmental regeneration of Weymouth and surrounding areas.
The Coastal Town Team will be part of the creation of the Weymouth Development Trust, which will
provide the Team with administrative support and finance/banking facilities in order to take forward
collaborative aspects of the Delivery Plan and facilitate fund raising.
The Action Plan
Our focus is on delivering a Plan for Action to support economic development and accelerate
growth in the greater Weymouth area. Developing and diversifying the local economy will be critical
to help sustain our community now and in the future. We will proactively identify, promote and
implement innovative funding solutions to drive forward the strategy, specifically through:






Dorset Growth Deal
European Funding
Coastal Revival
Coastal Community Funds
Alternative Investment Opportunities

In terms of individual projects, a designated ‘lead’ organisation will be responsible for preparing a
detailed project plan to animate the project and determine resource requirements, risk and delivery
mechanism. The project plan will include:





The rationale for the action;
Measures of success and timeframe;
Responsibilities for delivery and
Estimated investment needed (revenue, capital and external funding).
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This information will be shared with the Coastal Community Team, who will support the organisation
during the delivery phase.
Our key priorities and projects focus on realising the potential of Weymouth. We recognise that there
is a strong functional economic relationship with Portland and Dorchester. To secure economies of
scale and sub-regional impact, a number of the projects will be delivered in partnership with the
Coastal Community Team in Portland and, in some instances, across the wider Western Dorset
Growth Corridor.
Performance Framework
The Weymouth Economic Plan and Action Plan is a working document that will be delivered over a
five year period. The Plan sets out a coherent programme of phased interventions, which builds
momentum in the short and medium and will lead to economic development and growth. Critically,
the interventions provide a clear pathway for the delivery of a number of longer term transformation
projects for the greater Weymouth area. Consultation has taken place with the business community
and other stakeholders on both the strategy and action plans.
A performance framework will be developed to set out measurable targets. Progress in achieving
the aims of the Economic Plan and Action Plan will be measured against a small number of headline
indicators and through the successful delivery of activities identified in the action plans for
Weymouth.
The success of the Action Plan will be measured using:




Statistical analysis to assess on-going progress;
Monitoring progress by regularly up-dating Project Delivery Plans, and
Regular engagement with partners and stakeholders to gauge qualitative opinion progress.
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